
DAY 4 TAI CHI HOME STUDY  
 

MONDAY MARCH 30TH 2020  
 

Can you believe we are entering into our 3rd week of Quarantine? I hope this Tai Chi Home Study finds everyone feeling well as 

we have now passed over the infected period and are entering into the beings safe period and not getting it. YAY! I know I’m not 

alone with wondering if I have had the Virus or not.  
 

One thing I have learned over the years is that the people that live in this area are some of the most special people in my little 

world, and I can say that cause I have lived in a lot of places in my life, but this area is the one stable place my family and 

grandparents dug roots into since way before I was born. It’s a privilege and an honor to live here but we have to keep focused on 

the here and now. The thrill of spring is upon us and we all, after a long winter time, want to stretch our wings a little and fly, but 

not yet. Bobbie Taylors email says, not an exact quote, “this too shall pass.” It really hit me hard when I read this for the first 

time. The world has endured many things over the years but remember its different today, we have wonderful governing force, 

and medical science programs, all I can say is that we are in really good hands. So take this time to remember, Look and Listen to 

all the guidelines set before us because they are put out there for us to follow.  
 

FENG SHUI  
 

I know not everyone will be enjoying all the aspects of my Home Study but if you’re like me and are trying to do some things 

around the house you didn’t have time for before, it can help if you let it.  
 

Today’s Feng Shui study will be focused on areas in the home that drawl clutter to it like a magnet. There are certain areas, if you 

haven’t noticed before, that seem to be the catch all place for clutter, and corners for instance seem to collect clutter. Not all 

corners in the home are made alike so it just depends on the degree of the angle too. Some corners can cause energy flow to be 

blocked or stagnant which in the science of Feng Shui drawls the Clutter to it. The corners angle causes energy flow to not flow 

as freely as in the Center of the room which can result in stagnation. Today’s Feng Shui Home Study exercise is to walk around 

your home, look and observe the areas of clutter and corners in your home, and if possible clean them up.  
 

Chi Gong 
 

1. Begin your Chi Gong work out today doing the Hip Circle exercise we learned on Tai Chi Home Study 3.  
 

2. after your hip circles are completed we will be adding some fresh spring Qi/Chi to our bodies by standing with your 

feet shoulder width apart, knees should be soft and bodies standing tall, begin to lift your arms out to your sides with 

the palms up, Lao Gong points or Center of the hands, till they are over the top of your head, Baihui GV 20 pressure 

point, then lower the hands down along the Center line of your body or REN path with your palms down. Repeat this 

exercise mindfully several times then reverse the movement. 
 

This simple exercise has many benefits to it but the one we are focusing on today is to refresh the chi or energy flow inside of 

your body just like the earths energy is also refreshing. We are using our Triple warmer area energy area to begin to ignite the 

fire element inside of our bodies, similar to the earths lighting storms prepares the earth and the earth’s environment for warmth. 

Let’s keep it simple to start.  
 

TAI CHI 
 

1. Preparation - This is the opening form done in 3 basic movements … Bamboo which is a DOUBLE ROOTED, form 

with feet approximately 1 inch apart. This is a good form to do to help open up the pressure points located in the 

bottoms of your feet. We know this as shifting forward and back without releasing the triple warmer or lower Dan Tien 

area of the foot off the floor. Bamboo is followed by the Lifting Hands form otherwise known as Preparation when we 

slowly lift the hands up then back down. The final form is known as The Opening Form where we shift left and lift our 

hands then take a side step to the right, still facing our 12 o’clock position.  
2. Ward off Left ... Shift left and root left...turn right with your Center of the torso area or solar plexus then lift the right 

leg up to turn step now to 3 O’clock position into a double root. Remember here to try to touch the heel down first not 

the ball of the foot for proper form. Practice this a few times before moving on to the next form. After your turn step 

has been mastered begin to practice shifting into the right hip and rooting right, then lift your left leg up turn stepping 

to the left back to your 12 O’clock position into a double rooted T step, The hand movement we do here after both 

feet are DOUBLE ROOTED in a T STEP is the form we call Combing of the Horses Mane. Left arm lifts up into a 

block and right hand combs downward to your side.  
 



3. Grasping of the Birds Tail form begins here.. after the combing of the horses mane form we begin to shift our weight in 

the left leg and root left at the same time circle the arms into the outward ball form to the left, then turn step to the right 

3 o’clock, heel first into a double root, to the 3 o’clock position, hold the double root here for the duration of the 

form, bringing your hands to the Center line ball form, throat level, then gently begin to twist through the Solar Plexis 

to the right lowering your left hand toward the right elbow with the palm up, adoring pearls, keep right arm in the same 

position but slowly turn your chest back to 12 o’clock and, at the same time, lower the left hand down and back out to 

the outward ball form, then all at once, keep your root shifting but balanced and rooted or feet flat, turn back to the 

3 o’clock position bringing your left hand again toward the right. This completes the Grasping of the Birds Tail Form. 

Sample below...... 
 

1. Roll back and push followed by floating (Pigeon Toe with the right foot) start by sitting back into the left leg around 75 

%  weight allowing for the pigeon toe turn with the right foot in toward the left foot  to the left to ………. 
2. Single - Single whip right hand in crane beak form. Shift 75 % now left enough to lift the right heel up then turn your 

chest to the right for the …… 
3. Wide embrace form ….shift right then turn left heel back then root left. (Rooting left would mean right foot rests next 

to the left ankle or leg. Side step now out with the right leg bringing the Left hand inside the right elbow blocking to the 

right side into the …..  
4. Shoulder Strike form.  
5. White Crain Stretching Wings form Now shift your weight all the way right bringing the left leg 90 % forward just 

gently touching the ball of the foot to the floor. Heavenly hands follows here with a brush knee turn step 90% to your 

left side we know this form as Quan Yin then Brush knee turn left again this time rooting completely left. (This would 

mean right foot resting next to the left ankle) remember the second brush knee turn step is a 5 minute turn.  
6. The second brush knee turn to the left is the 5 minute turn.   
7. (DEFLECT ,INTERCEPT AND PUNCH) Sword in Sheath-here we are in our 20 minute turn position. For the first 

move we begin with hand in the left side position, right fist in left palm, we lift both hands up the left side keeping the 

elbows for this form down in upper body block form then we lift the right knee up as to turn right this time back or as 

close as you can to 12 O’clock. Double root as lower right fist to the right hip then shift right releasing the left leg up 

and bringing it forward to the 12 O’clock position DOUBLE ROOT here and follow by the right hand punch. 

(WITHDRAWAL AND WIPE OFF) Twist and turn left here opening only the right palm up toward the 

ceiling.(FINAL CRANE LANDING FORM) begin to shift left finally rooting left while raising both arms up toward 

the ceiling, like a WHITE CRANE LIFTING ITS WINGS UP, side step right out approximately 12 inches DOUBLE 

ROOTING then lower hands downward and then up to WU CHI.  
 


